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Kevin Gianni's Fountain of Youth Summit Interview Excerpts


 


"Discover The Secrets 12 World Renowned Experts Use To Get Boundless Energy, Reverse The Aging Process, and Shed Unwanted Pounds--All From the Comfort of Your Living Room"


"This is your once in a lifetime opportunity to learn the easiest, and quickest ways to transform your body, mind and spirit and find your own 'Fountain of Youth' from 12 of the world's foremost health, fitness and wellness authorities!"

-Kevin Gianni

Founder of The Fountain of Youth World Summit

In just a few moments, you'll find out how you can access the wealth of knowledge of these world renowned experts...


 


Medical Disclaimer: The information on this website and that you receive during "The Fountain of Youth World Summit" is not intended to replace a one-on-one relationship with a qualified health care professional and is not intended as medical advice. It is intended as a sharing of knowledge and information from the research and experience of Kevin Gianni, Nick Ortner and the experts that are presenting. We encourage you to make your own health care decisions based upon your research and in partnership with a qualified health care professional. However, like us we hope you support a clean environment in your home and work space. We advocate for biodegradable cleaning products from paper items to dish soap - learn more. Green cleaning products are the way to go. Striving for a fit, clean and healthy body is your ticket to the fountain of youth. Go for it.


+++


 


Interview Excerpts from Kevin Gianni's Fountain of Youth Summit 


Four Minutes to a More Fit and Healthy Body


Wednesday, October 29, 2008 by: Kevin Gianni(NewsTarget) 


This interview is an excerpt from Kevin Gianni's Fountain of Youth Summit, which can be found at In this excerpt, Ryan Lee shares what's in his four minute work out.


The Fountain of Youth World Summit with Ryan Lee, fitness profession, the founder of Prograde Nutrition and fitness sites Sports Specific and Work Out Pass.


Kevin: Okay. Let's talk about the four minutes. What's included in the four minute workout? I mean it seems even to a lot of people out there that four minutes just doesn't seem like enough.


Ryan: Yeah. You know, it's funny because people do say that. They say how much, how hard, is four minutes? And I speak at some big fitness conferences and there was one about a year ago where I put people through these workouts, you know high level fitness professionals. And I said, okay I'm going to give you guys a little sample. Let's do two minutes of it and they were floored. A lot of them couldn't even finish it. If you think about it like this, okay, if you want to run a mile, you know, the best milers in the world run a mile at about 4 minutes, right? 3 minutes and 58 seconds. Are you telling me that if you run a mile in four minutes you're not getting a good workout? Like four minutes doesn't sound like a lot but it is tough. When you were doing my strength exercises for 20 seconds as hard as you can and as many reps as you can and then you only rest for 10 and then you've got to do it again and you rest and do it for 8, you know. I could floor the best athletes in the world with depending on how intense I want to take it, depending on the exercise I choose. If I'm choosing real full body intense and, you know, as they get more fit you could just load up more weight and more resistance. You know, I know well over a hundred ways to do a push-up, you know, between a regular push up, a one-handed push up, a one hand, one leg push-up. You know, push up with two legs on the ball, one leg on the ball, two legs on the ball, one hand, two legs on the ball and one hand on the ball, you know.


So there's so many ways you could progress and change just one exercise to make it more difficult as you get stronger. So I'm not saying that for the rest of your life all you need to do are these four minute workouts but it's definitely a great thing to add into your routines and I've gone like a month or so that these are the only type of workouts I'll do or I'll cycle them into different workouts but I think that you'd be surprised how much of a workout you can get. And then as you get more fit you can do a couple of them. I was working up to three of these four-minute workouts a day. Sometimes I would do one or two in the morning and then I'd do one in the afternoon or one at night or you could do one in the morning, one in the afternoon and one at night.


Kevin: Yeah. This sounds like an awesome solution for people who are busy. I'm sure that's one of the reasons why you put this together. What does an average week look like if you're doing this type of program?


Ryan: The average week, you know what I like to do is try to maybe just do some straight training three times a week and rest the other two or some aerobic training. That was in the past. I like to personally try to do these workouts five days a week.


Kevin: Okay.


Ryan: But what you can do is if you're feeling a little burnt out, you know, you could maybe do the strength exercises like a Monday, Wednesday, Friday and Tuesday, Thursday stay with the same interval with the 20 on, 10 off but choose more, you know, anaerobic-type exercises; so maybe sprinting. So you'll sprint for 20 seconds, you rest for 10, sprint for 20, and then rest for 10, especially if you want to get into the fat burning mode.


Kevin: Right.


Ryan: Or jump rope, or jumping jacks, or mounting climbing or things like that; or a stationary bike. It's hard to do on a treadmill because by the time you start – unless it's a manual treadmill where you're powering the treadmill but on a typical motorized treadmill by the time you get it up to full sprint, you know, on the treadmill they usually go up to 12, maybe 15 miles an hour. It takes like 8 seconds or 10 seconds. By the time you get up there you're up there for 10 and then you've got to lower it again. So it doesn't really work on a treadmill. When I used to go to the gym, a typical gym, what I used to do is go into the aerobics room. I would get one of those resistance bands that most gyms have or bungee cords and I would tie it around a pole and make a big loop and then tie the other part around my waste and I would literally sprint in place.


Kevin: Okay.


Ryan: And do my intervals and watch the clock as I did them. And people probably thought I was insane. Like okay, we have these treadmills, and treadmills with built in fans and we have ESPN and you can watch all this stuff. I'm like, nah, that's all right. And you know what? I looked better than everyone who was on the treadmills for an hour. They'd be just sweating their butt off and they'd look terrible.


Kevin: So the intervals that you're talking about are 20 seconds on, 10 seconds off. What are some of the exercises? I know you ran over some. I mean does this need any equipment?


Ryan: No, no. Actually I did one DVD where it's all body weight.


Kevin: Okay.


Ryan: I have ten different workouts. It's all purely body weight. You don't need any equipment. You can always, obviously, if you have some equipment all you need are a simple pair of dumbbells. You can use – I love kettlebells too. I don't talk too much about kettle bells just because most people don't have them yet. So I want to at least teach them the system using body weight because everyone can find a pair of dumbbells. Just go to any sporting goods store and get a cheap pair of the gray, you know, metal dumbbells. They're called hex dumbbells. They're probably about $0.50 a pound. So you guys can go get those. Start off light. Maybe if a female maybe start off with like a five pound set because you're like, oh five pounds is nothing but when you start doing these exercises if you're doing thrusters, and renegade rows and all these kinds of things five pounds starts to feel very heavy by about the sixth round.


Kevin: Sure.


Ryan: And the guys maybe start off with a ten or fifteen. You can always go up in weight.


Kevin: Yeah, guys will think that's pretty light. I mean what can you tell them?


Ryan: Oh, my god. I challenge anyone to do dumbbell thrusters with 20 pounds for a full four minutes. Within 20 second I'll tell...


Kevin: What is a dumbbell thruster just so they'll know?


Ryan: Okay, a dumbbell thruster – okay, imaging you're standing up right now and now you have the dumbbells in each hand. And now bend your elbows and put your hands like on your shoulders, almost like you're about to do like just a regular standing shoulder press. And now what I want you to do is quickly you go down to a full squat position and with the dumbbells still staying on your shoulders. So you come down with a squat, the dumbbells still on your shoulders. As you come up from the squat explosively you raise your hands above your head like you're doing a shoulder press.


Kevin: Okay.


Ryan: And then you repeat and as you come down the squat you lower it to your shoulders. So it's almost like a squat press and you do those as fast and as many as you can in 20 seconds, rest for 10 second and repeat that for 8 full.


Kevin: So there's a challenge out there for guys, four minutes? Holy cow.


Ryan: Yeah, you do it for eight full rounds. So it's four minutes total, 20 seconds on, 10 seconds off. I challenge you. Go 20 pounds, go 25 pounds and you'll see how quickly you can be humbled. I've worked up to like – I've done them with 35 pounds. It is brutal.


Kevin: Why don't you give the sample of – if you can take us through one or two of maybe your favorite four-minute workouts quick.


Ryan: Okay. There's literally thousands of them but I'll just try to give you a couple. Let me give one for people who are beginners. So if you haven't worked out before and you're a little intimidated here's just a really simple beginner workout that will kind of work every body part. Okay, so maybe we'll start off – let's do an upper body pushing exercise. So we'll do some type of pushup movement and if you're a beginning and you're like oh, my god I can't even do one pushup. Start off with a wall push up so you keep your body straight and you just find a wall, a little bit of an angle and you just pushups against the wall. Again, as many as you can, so let's just say 15 seconds and then you take a 15 second rest. The next exercise we'll break it up and let's do a lower body and we'll go with just a regular wall squat where you know you put your back against the wall, keep your feet about two or three feet in front of the wall and then you just slide down, slide down the wall, slide back up. Go down to about parallel positioned so your thighs are parallel to the floor and slide yourself back up against the wall. And again 15 second on and 15 seconds off.


And now let's get back to an upper body. Let's do an upper body pull. If you have resistance bands you could just do a regular standing row or if you have a pull up bar, some way to modify it you could do a modified pull up, which is a pull up basically on an angle so you're laying down lower. If you're at a gym a good machine for this is a Smith machine. The Smith machine are those barbells that are like attached to a lever that just go up and down in a fixed position so you lower that to a lower position and it's almost like you're doing – almost like a reverse bench press if you think of it like that. Pull yourself up; pull yourself down, 15 on, 15 off. And then we could finish up with, let's say, a core-type movement, maybe just a basic crunch or a basic bicycle crunch. So that's four exercises right there.
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						of these world renowned experts...


							
										
													
																Bob Doyle: Abundant Wealth Expert Seen in "The Secret" 

																		Author of Wealth Beyond Reason 

																		[image: ][image: ]Bob has made it his mission to teach the world how abundance can flow into your life. You've probably seen him on the wildly popular movie, "The Secret", and in his presentation he's going to reveal other "Secrets" that are going to change your life...
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																David Wolfe: The Man Who Has "The Best Day Ever" Every Day! 

																		World's Authority on Whole Food Nutrition

																		[image: ][image: ]David has been known to fry a few brains during his intense, funny, and mind-blowing lectures. If you've met him in person, you know that he walks his talk. He is vibrant, alert and full of fun and love. He has discovered the secrets to feeling great, all the time; no matter the circumstance, no matter the day and he's going to reveal these secrets to you.
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																Dax Moy: Goal Setting Guru and UK's #1 Personal Trainer

																		Author of "The Magic 100" 

																		[image: ]

																		[image: ]Get ready to hear from the man that's helped hundreds of people achieve the things they previously thought were impossible. A virtual celebrity in England, Dax is ready to make your health, abundance and lifelong dreams a reality.
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																Dr. Carol Look: Attracting Abundance and Success Expert 

																		Emotional Freedom Technique (EFT) Master 

																		[image: ][image: ]This clinically trained therapist was using old way of emotional healing when she stumbled upon a new, exciting and extremely effective way to clear limiting beliefs, expand comfort zones, and reach your success goals for your body and your finances. Sometimes in minutes instead of months and years...
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																Jesse Cannone: Back Pain Guru 

																		Co-Founder of the Healthy Back Institute 

																		[image: ][image: ]Defying the common medical knowledge, this fitness professional started saving people from back pain and surgery with his unique, proven techniques. Whether you have pain now, or not, his information will expand your knowledge of body mechanics and show you how to be pain-free for the rest of your life.
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																Dr. Maria Grace: Self Fulfillment and Weight Loss with Movies

																		Author of Reel Fulfillment 

																		[image: ][image: ]Never mind that Dr. Grace speaks 6 languages fluently... the most important language she speaks in self fulfillment. And even more important than that, Dr. Grace makes it fun. After listening to her talk you're going to be running to the local Blockbuster to watch your favorite flicks over again in a whole new light.
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																Danny Dreyer: Injury-Free Running and Walking Expert 

																		Author of "ChiRunning" and "ChiWalking"

																		[image: ][image: ]Without back pain, knee pain or shin splits this man can run--literally--a hundred miles. Now, imagine what he can do for someone like you who just wants to walk up the stairs without creaking, panting, and running for the ice.
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																Donna Krech: Fitness Motivation and Excuse Buster Expert 

																		Author of "Victory Principle, Life's Short, Don't Miss a Minute of It"

																		[image: ][image: ]Known to thousands as the "Belief Builder," this special guest will teach you how to lose weight, make money, and overcome obstacles. Starting as a penniless single mom, wearing a size 12- she’s now a size 2 millionaire and teaching others how attain their dreams. In her presentation, she will "wow" you with her easy to implement approach to maintaining motivation no matter what your goal.
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																Phoenix Gilman: Researcher, Author and Weight Loss Expert

																		[image: ][image: ]Fed up with the misinformation and marketing scams running rampant within the diet, food, and pharmaceutical industries, Phoenix Gilman vowed to make a difference. In her presentation, you will discover the natural way to shed unwanted pounds, eliminate ADD/ADHD and good-old lack of focus.
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																Dr. Michael Breus:The Sleep Expert and WebMD Advisory Board

																		Author of "Good Night: The Sleep Doctor's 4-Week Program to Better Sleep and Better Health"

																		[image: ][image: ]Dr. Breus specializes in helping his patients turn sleepless nights into dreamscapes. His unique method has helped thousands and thousands of people rediscover their vitality, youthful appearance and energy through restful sleep. His book has been featured on "The Today Show" and now he's bringing it to you during this special event.
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																		Dr. Roberta Temes: You're Getting Very Sleepy... And You're Losing Weight Like Never Before 

																		Author of The Complete Idiot’s Guide to Hypnosis

																		[image: ][image: ]As the author of "The Idiot's Guide to Hypnosis," Dr. Temes has made hypnosis accessible to everyone. She'll be teaching you how to incorporate hypnosis into your life to get the results you desire, particularly in regards to shedding a few unwanted pounds.
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																Dr. Gabriel Cousens: Detoxification and Body Cleansing Expert 

																		Founder of The Tree of Life Rejuvenation Center in Patagonia, Arizona 

																		[image: ][image: ]From a Scholar Athlete inducted into the National Football Hall of Fame to a spiritual and medical healer, Dr. Gabriel Cousens has authored several best-selling books on nutrition, medicine and spirituality. Join him as he reveals his age defying detoxification secrets.
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																		BONUS GUEST #13! Ryan Lee: The Workout Wizard

																		Creator of The World's Fastest Workout -- Featured in Men's Fitness 

																		[image: Ryan Lee][image: ]Did you ever want to know who teaches the coaches and trainers how to put together workouts? Chances are, if you've ever had a personal trainer, you've done a workout designed by this special bonus guest.


																		Ryan Lee is the workout wizard and provides thousands of workouts to professionals, athletes, moms and dads on his extensive online workout network.
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																		BONUS GUEST #14! Tellman Knudson: Self Improvement for ADD 

																		Co-Founder of www.InstantADDSuccess 

																		[image: tellman Knudson][image: ]Ever have an issue with focus, motivation, procrastination or you just plain can't sit still? Let Tellman show you how easy it is to discover how you can harness that incredible "ADD" energy and use it to your advantage!
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